October 2018 Photo Contest
Judges Comments
Judge 1
1- fun capture of the bison. Image is very busy and out of focus.
2- interesting street scene. Shadows are too dark; image is crooked. Is the subject
the people or the gyro stand???
3- pleasant scene. Pathway is nice but leads nowhere. Shadows are a bit dark
4- image of the pub is only part close to being in focus. Reframe and shoot with
road leading to somewhere interesting.
5- beautiful image. Road takes your eye back to attractive mountains.
6- not as nice a previous. Would be interested in seeing more of the fire in
background. Color of sky seems odd.
7- brick road framed by liquor barrels is nice touch. A bit over processed.
8- crowded street makes for nice story. Highlights terribly blown out.
9- interesting perspective of the bridge and roadway. Date stamp is not appropriate
and ruins image.
10- slightly more interesting perspective of the bridge and roadway. Date stamp is
not appropriate and ruins image.
11- wonderful capture of the rainbow arch with road running right into it. The road is
not the subject though
12- pastel colors of the buildings are nice. Image is not in focus and doesn’t tell a
story.
13- leading line of the road works well for this image. A touch dark and a bit
oversaturated.
14- Colored bricks work well to reinforce thought of a pathway. (I think this image is
from Passau Germany??)
15- Wonderful composition but image is not anywhere near being in focus.
16- nice winding road. Too much sky. Crop the image into a 2 by 1 pano for a better
look. Open up the shadows.
17- classic shot of the mittens. They are really the subject and the road is an
afterthought
18- Nice colors in the rainbow. That’s the subject of this image, not the roadway
19- congested and busy street. Lots to explore. Nothing is in sharp focus.
20- another nice rainbow with its reflection in the wet roadway. Well done.
21- winding road thru wilderness. Needs more contrast.

